In the last few years, many results have beed obtained which determine the extent to which various properties of the (skew-) symmetric elements of a ring with involution affect the whole ring. In this paper we consider certain centralizing properties of the (skew-) symmetric elements of a Lie ideal in a prime ring with involution, and show that they hold for the whole ring. Specifically, if the commutator of an element and the (skew-) symmetric part of a noncentral Lie ideal lies in the center, then the element must be in the center, with certain exceptions. This result is applied to the more general setting of derivations. The theorems we obtain use the description of the Lie ideals of the skew-symmetric elements given in [2] , and the corresponding results in the characteristic two case, found in [6] .
Throughout the paper, R will denote a ring with involution*; V = {x + x* I x 6 R}, the set of traces of R; S = {x e R \ x* = x), the set of symmetric elements of R; K = {xeR\x* = -x), the set of skew-symmetric elements of R; and Z -Z{R), the center of R. For any additive subgroup A of R, A κ = A Π K and A v = {a + a* e A\aeA}. Note that 2x = (x + x*) + (x -x*) e V + K, so2Rc.V + K.
Since most of our results are about prime rings, we recall some important and well-known facts about such rings. A prime ring is said to satisfy a polynomial identity over its centroid C, if there is a nonzero element f(x lf x 2 , , x n ) 6 C{x lf x 2 , , x n } 9 the free algebra over C, so that every substitution, /(n, r 2 , •• ,rJ = 0, for r t eR [See 3] . By a result of Amitsur [1; Theorem 1, p. 63] , if there is a nonzero polynomial of degree d so that all substitutions by elements 449 450 CHARLES LANSKI of V or K give zero, then R satisfies a polynomial identity of degree 2d. When this conclusion holds we shall say that R satisfies S 2d . In this case, ZφO and localizing R at its center gives a simple ring [7] of dimension at most d % over its center [3; Theorem 6.3.1, p. 157] . As an example, if the elements of V or K commute, then R is an order in a simple algebra at most four-dimensional over its center and R satisfies S 4 . Conversely, if R is an order in a ώ 2 -dimensional simple algebra, then R satisfies S 2d [3; p. 154-155] Next we consider involutions of the second kind and observe that the result is independent of characteristic. Proof We shall assume that [x, L κ ] c Z, but point out that when char R = 2, the same argument proves the theorem if [x, L v ] c Z. Since Z qt S, there is z e Z -{0} with z -z* Φ 0. Now (z -z*)r = (zr + 2*r*) -z*(r* + r), so (z -z*)RczV + z*V. Prom our earlier discussion, there is no loss of generality in assuming that Z is a field, once we replace R by RZ$ ι and L by LϋΓj That is, [L, F] c Z. By Lemma 1 either FcZ or one of the conclusions of the theorem holds. But V a Z means that R must satisfy S 4 , so the theorem is proved.
Having eliminated the case of involutions of the second kind, we proceed to the skew-symmetric version of Theorem 1. Proof. For any t, weL κ , [x, [t, w] 
By Theorem 2 we may assume that the involution is of the first kind, so a result of Erickson [2; Corollary, p. 533 ] is applicable, enabling us to conclude either that R is an order in a simple algebra
If the second possibility holds, then x commutes with
, and thus, with A!, the subring generated by A. As an ideal in R, J is itself a prime ring, from which it follows [2; Theorem 4, p. 528] that A! contains a nonzero ideal I of J, unless J is an order in a simple algebra at most 16-dimensional over its center. Should J be such an order, then it is wellknown that R must be also. Assume for now that I a A!. It is easy to see that JIJ is a nonzero ideal of R contained in J, and so, commutes with x. Therefore, xe Z, one of the conclusions we desire. Hence, to finish the proof, we may assume that R is an order in a simple algebra, finite dimensional over its center.
In view of our earlier discussion, if we replace R by RZΫ and L by LZs 1 , there is no loss of generality in assuming that J? is a simple algebra, finite dimensional over Z. The fact that L is now a Lie ideal of a simple ring implies that LaZ or LZΪ [R, R] by [4; Theorem 1.5, p. 9]. The theorem is proved unless Lz) [R, R] , so we may assume that L κ z> [K,K] [K, K] , it commutes with R, so x e Z unless R satisfies S 4 . We have exhausted all pos-sibilities and completed the proof of the theorem.
To complete the sequence of results we have obtained so far, we must consider the case when char R = 2. The proof is much like that of Theorem 3 and uses results from [6] in place of those from [2] . Also, it is necessary to do some calculation after reducing to the simple case since the facts available when char R = 2 do not seem to be as complete as when char R Φ 2. Proof. Just as in the proof of Theorem 3, we obtain that [x f [L v , L v \\ = 0, and that [L v , L v ] is a Lie ideal of V. In view of Theorem 2, we may assume that the involution on R is of the first kind. Hence, Theorem 31 of [6] can be applied, enabling us to conclude that either [L v , L v ] aZ, R is an order in a simple algebra at most
Consider the last of these possibilities. We have that x must commute with A, the subring generated by [J v , J F ], and A contains a nonzero ideal / of J, unless J is an order in a simple algebra at most 36-dimensional over its center [6; Theorem 25, p. 129] . As in the proof of Theorem 3, if the ideal J of R is such an order, so is R. If this is not the case, then x commutes with the nonzero ideal JIJ of R, forcing xe Z. Therefore, to prove the theorem, it suffices to assume that either [L v , L v ] c Z, or that R is an order as described above.
Assume J v ], or R is an order in a simple algebra of dimension at most 36 over its center. Should the second possibility hold, then by [6; Corollary 32, p . 132], we are again in the situation where R is an order, or the subring A generated by [L v , L v By Lemma 1 and the discussion preceding it, either L c Z or R satisfies S 4 .
The theorem has now been proved except when R is an order in a simple algebra at most 36-dimensional over its center. We make this assmption for the remainder of the proof, and further assume that L <£ Z and R does not satisfy S 4 . We must show that xeZ. As we have seen before, there is no loss of generality in assuming that Z is a field and that R is itself simple of dimension at most 36 over Z. Using [4; Theorem 1.5, p. 9] again implies that LD [V, V] ]. Clearly, to show x e Z, it suffices to prove that U generates R as an algebra over Z. To do this, we reduce to matrices.
Let F be an algebraic closure of Z, and set R F -R ® z F. Give R F the involution induced by (r (x) α)* = r* ® α, for r e R and a e F. It is easy to see that
Hence, none of our assumptions is changed by assuming that Z is algebraically closed, and so, R = M n (Z), the complete n x n matrix ring over Z for n ^ 6. The advantage of this representation of R is that the form of the involution is wellknown to be of one of two types: transpose or symplectic.
If the involution is of transpose type then for A = {a iά ) e R, A* = for i Φ j, and the fact that these generate R implies that U does also. Should the involution on R be of symplectic type, then since R does not satisfy S 4 , R = M n (Z) for n = 4 or n = 6. If A = (A*,-) e i2 for JL^ G Λί 2 (^), then the involution acting on A gives (J5 O ) where JS^ = AS and (^ J)* = (j? J). Letting J£ <y be the 2x2 identity matrix in the "i -j" position, it is easy to see that a typical element of V has the form Σz t E u + Σ(A tί E tί + A^E^). Note that each element of V has trace equal to zero, and so, since n > 2, 7c ] c Z must "decompose" into a direct sum of three rings so that one of the usual conditions holds in each. THEOREM 
Let R be semi-prime and L* -L a Lie ideal of R. If [x, L v ] dZ or [x, L κ ] c Z, then R is a subάirect sum of semi-prime *-homomorphic images R 19 R 2 and R 3 so that R L satisfies S 4 , the image of x in R 2 is in the center, and the image of L in R B is in the center.
Proof. We shall prove the theorem assuming that [x, L κ ] c Z, since the argument is virtually identical for L v . Since the intersection of all the prime ideals of R is zero, it will suffice to show that for any prime ideal P, R/P either satisfies S if x + PeZ(R/P) 9 orL + Pc Z{R\P). Now P* is also a prime ideal of R and satisfies the first and third of these possibilities exactly when P does. Consequently, if x + P* £ Z{R/P*), then R/P satisfies S 4 orL + Pc Z{R/P) f which implies that one of the conditions holds for R/(P Π P*). Considering POP*, for each prime P, as falling into one of three classes, depending on which condition R/(P fl P*) satisfies, and taking the quotients of R by the intersection of all members of a given class produces each of the R t described in the theorem.
First consider the case when P is a prime ideal of R and P* = P. Then R/P inherits an involution from R by setting (r+ P)* = r* + P, and L + P is a Lie ideal of R/P, invariant under the induced involution. If / + P e (L + P) κ and char (R/P) Φ 2, then 2s + P = (•-•*) + P 6 L* + P. Should char (R/P) -2, then L* + P=>(L + P) F , since (• + P) + (/ + P)* = (•+•*) + P =(•-/*) + P. Hence, depending on char (R/P), either
[x + P,(L + P) κ ]czZ(R/P) or [x + P, (L + P) F ] c Z(R/P).
Applying the appropriate one of our previous results to R/P gives that either R/P satisfies S 4 , x + Pe 2XΛ/P), or L + PaZ(R/P).
Next assume that P* ^ P. In this case, P* + P is a nonzero ideal in R/P, and if y eP*, then y + P = y -y* + P. Consequently (LΠF) + PcL z + P, and so, [a? + P, (L f) P*) + P] c Z(JB/P). Since [L, P*] + P is a Lie ideal contained in (L Π P*) + P, it follows from Lemma 1 applied to R/P that either R/P satisfies S 4 
,x + PeZ(R/P), or [L, P*] + PdZ(R/P).
Using Lemma 1 again, should the last possibility hold, gives L + PcZ(R/P) or P* + Pc.Z(R/P). But PHPc Z(R/P) forces i?/P to be commutative, completing the proof of the theorem.
A result, analogous to Corollary 1, holds for semi-prime rings. As in Corollary 1, if we assume that [x, [L, L*] κ ]cZ, for example, then Theorem 5 will imply that a certain subdirect decomposition for R exists, and in one of the summands, the image of [L, L*] will be in the center. By looking at the prime images of this summand and applying Lemma 1, one can show that a further decomposition occurs. Specifically, the summand in question is a subdirect sum of two semi-prime rings with the image of L in the center of one and the image of L* in the center of the other. We state this result as COROLLARY Proof. As we have seen before, [L v 
Let R be semi-prime and L a Lie ideal of R. If
c Z, and the conclusion follows from Theorem 1, unless D(L K 
is a Lie ideal of R gives one of the three desired conclusions, by our discussion above, proving the theorem.
The situation for L κ is slightly more involved. , so we may assume that
Applying Theorem 3 with L there replaced by R yields that R must satisfy S 4 , which establishes the theorem.
In the same spirit as the last two theorems, the final result on derivations uses Theorem 4 to handle the case when char R = 2. 
then an application of Theorem 7 completes the proof. In the case that D(L) c S, the same argument holds.
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